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Methods of qualitativa dynasdcal systes» ara introduced in

I the study of general gravitational fields naar tha initial

- singularity. Using a synchronous rafar anca fraaa we prove

~ that any cossological singularity in a globally hyperbolic

£ spacatisMi contains in its neighborhood a region where the

* SMtric tensor is close to a generalised Kasner universe.

• Consequences of this result in the description of the

] behaviour of Einstein* s equations near the singularity are
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1. INTRODUCTION

Zt has long been sought by cosmologists a way of

constructing a general solution to Einstein's equations

near the initial singularity. The only existing construc-

tion by Belinskii, Khalatnikov and Lifshits (1-31 (or BKL

for short) has not, however, been expressed by a rigorous

mathematical formalism and in fact the validity of their

conclusions was criticised in (41. ffe do not believe that

the arguments presented in [4) are enough to completely in-

validate the BU. construction but w* admit that a better

foundation for their ideas is still lacking .

In this paper we will present a most convenient frame-

work to treat this problem which is a nonhomogeneous gene-

ralisation of a qualitative study of Bianchi models developed

by Bogoyavlenakii and Kovikov [5,6], The advantage of this

approach is that one can clearly identify the relevant parts

of the problem and then make a substantial contribution to

the question of proving or disproving the vality of BKL cons-

truction.

As far as the homogeneous Bianchi XX model is concerned,

the validity of the assertions made by BKL (21 cannot be

questioned! see the rigorous qualitative studies in (5,6).

in a synchronous frame of reference consider the following

line element

where {&>*} is * basis of, 1-forms that depends on the ho-
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mogeneity group and the metric ^«fc-^ít) Ha* no spatial

dependence, in type IX models the «volution of the metric

towards the singularity, t -#• 0» can be described by a suc-

cession of type I (or Kasner) solutions. Here a Kasner solu-

tion define* a Kasner universe with spatial metric

{see [3] pp.642) with Q.-f^,-*^ constant parameters,

and

U.3)

Since from (1.3) we need only one parameter to specify

p2, p3 , it is clear that (1.2) is completely determined by

some ue R and P A * p t (u.). Now we must make the non tri-

vial assumption that during the type IX evolution one can

choose an initial condition of the form (1.2) given by some

U« . Then BKL proved that the subsequent values of the me-

tric are approximated by a succession of states (1.2) with

parameter U varying according to (Note 0)

T : U^ i-fru^, f (1.4)

where T was explicitly determined (2, 3, 5-7).

In the canonxcal formalism for homogeneous models we

can describe the above mechanism by noting that Bianchi type

w«iltonians (6, 8, 9)
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(1.5)

contain a kinetic tarm X dapending on momenta and a poten-

tial term v that dapendi only on tha metric components and

the structure constants of the homogeneity group (no x-depen-

dence in (1.5) due to homogeneity). When V ia absent the

solution trajectory is "free" and envolves as a Kasner univer-

se while the action of V induces transitions (1.4) between

these Xasner states.

The main controversy arose when BK& tried to generalise

the above ideas to describe the general nonhomogeneous dynamics«

Zn this case (1.5) will be x-dependent and the potential term

will contain spatial derivatives (c.f. (2.4)). Let the Bianchi

IX model be represented by a point p in the space of all

solutions to the Einstein field equations. BKX* claimed that

in some neighborhood of p the behaviour of qeneral non-

homogeneous solutions in the asymptotic region close to the

singularity should be given/a sequence of states (1.2) where

now all parameters are turned into functions of x, <•«.

Pi " Pi (£*' w i t h £. * 2 * 2 being some Cauchy hypersurface

embedded (10] in spacetime manifold M . An analogous ex-

pression for T as in (1.4) was obtained at each x * £ *

in other words the action of the spatial derivatives has the

same effect as if Bianchi IX transitions were occurring at

each x (see [3] for details). Since they used non rigo-

rous local approximations and perturbations to treat a non-
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linear system of partial differential equations their conclu-

sions were not accepted by the authors of 14). Although we

here do not try to solve the difficult problem of ascertain-

ing the validity of BKL claims we will prove, by using ADM

canonical formalism til] *nd qualitative methods of dynami-

cal systems theory» the existence of infinite dimensional

Kasner separatrices in phase space where the metric tensor

close to then has the form of a generalised Kasner metric i.e.

(1.21 with p^ « Pi<£>* functions of x í j .In this respect

BKL were right since la any coamological model there are

states close to generalised Kasner universes.

In the homog *ous case the evolution of the metric is

represented by a succession os states (1.2) j in [5,61 this

mechanism was shown to be contained xn a complicated sequence

of eeparatrix transitions and the law (1.4) was recovered. On

the other hand we see that the essential point behind the non-

homogeneous case/õf a dynamical character! to determine whether

the separatrix transitions can be explained in terms of a

change of Kasner exponents

where T is a local operator. This is a highly non trivial

question since in nonhomogeneous models the potential V

responsible for separatrix transition contains the spatial

derivatives of the metric tensor. Notice that separatrices

are global objects in phase space and so thair existence do

not depend on any kind of perturbation or local approxima-
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tions.

The paper is organized as follows. In $ 2 a brief sum-

mary of Hamiltonian and qualitative methods is presented with

emphasis on tha qualitative analysis of [5,6], In S 3 we prove

the existence of Kasner separatrices in any cosmological mo-

dal and in 54 we discuss tha relevance of qualitative methods

in general nonhomogenaous studiea.

Latin indices run from 1 to 3, greek from 0 to 3. We

assume a 3 * 1 split of spacetime N • 22 x ft where ZZ

has no boundary and is a compact Cauchy hypersurface. Tha four

dimensional metric < M Q y (x, t), x f j , t€ K, has signa-

ture + — . The three dimensional metric OK £ will carry

no superscript. In addition, throughout thia paper we assume

that a synchronous reference frame condition, <*'°j## * ' * n d

' n a s b-*n imposed.
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2. Hamiltonian rorstalism and Qualitative Methods

The variational principle leading to the source free

Einstein field equations y

(2.1)

is based on the classical action

where K M is the Ricci tensor of the spacetime metric
lt* • c« 1* r curvature and <4>g - det(4*g .

In 111) Antovitt, Deser and Nisner, or JUKI for short, have

reexpressed (see also Dirac (12)) (2.2) in terms of three-

dimensional objects defined on the hypersurface

«(^j.. - N X - N*.- )

where H 1 • C<4)g^ 1 • W 1 • <N A) 2 (4)g#i are Lagrange

smltipliers so that the dynaaical content of the theory is

given only by the spatial «otric gjjlx.t) - 9i;j(x,t) on

st i the dot «sans derivative with respect to parameter t.

The s»aning of the Hasàltonian constraint Jê± and the

• o w n t m constraint ](. is discussed below.

Varying (2.3) w.r.t. IT J and g ^ and using the

variational principle results in the equations of motion for

these quantities where the corresponding Hasdltonian is



H . J * 5 ( N JÇL*M*JC!) , tH.g^ equations reproduce
<4*Rij " °" Vftryin9 KA *»d M* results in the vanishing of

«nd

where the oonu «Mana spatial derivative, o sdct a, ,j «*4 f{ ;*

Ricci «calar curvature of 9^. Tb« Ba«iltonian constraint

(2.4) contains two ttnyi oasidat tha kinatic tar» wa also

hava a potantial ^ R which in oaharal will dapand on tha

spatial darivativas of qty AON (111 showad that (2.4),

(2.5) corra«pond, raspactivaly, to tha four constraint

linstain aquations (4)%# - 0 and (4)R^ - 0. A oaoMtric

intarpratation can ba givan [13*14]1 36^ is tha ganarator

of infinitasiiMl da formations in tha normal diraetion away

from zl whila JCj, corrasponds to tha ganarator of infini-

tasiaial coordinata transformation on 2Z • Thus all possibls

variations of tha metric and corresponding momenta in tha

aquations of motion are encoded in the constraints JCX , Ki •

Tht main qualitative rtsulta of dynamical systems theory

that wa naad will now be introducad with tha halp of a 2-

dimensional sat of aquations. Suppose the nonlinear system
.2

on H

Í2.6)
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has an equilibrium point at x* • 0 , i.e. PJ(O,0)»0, with

?. polynomials starting with powers k> 1. A well known

theorem by Hartman and Grobman [15] states that given suf-

ficiently smooth functions •£ and a nonlinear system

xi(t)»fi( x (t)), i*l,.,., n with solution flow 0t(x, )-

3?(t)# ^ ( ^ ) " K» # then there is a homeoraorphism from

some open neighborhood of an equilibrium point Tm taking

orbits of the nonlinear flow ^ t to orbits of the linear

flov exptt Off?.)], provided Df(i,) has no zero eingevalues.

Systems like (2.6) are called degenerate in the sense that

they contain sero eingevalues and a way of examining their

dyncmics near the equilibrium is to make a convenient change

of variables in order to remove the degeneracy [6,16]. One

can achieve this by introducing the mapping x^«-» y^ * x^/G,

G * (xj + X2)V* ' *hicn is a diffeomorphism for X^+o, giving

rise to a system

where cit^G dt is a new monotonic time scale. Functions

Pi# G are well behaved for any G ^ 0 since k > 1. The

set P :yJ + yj * 1 » G-0 is the invariant manifold S1 on

which a dynamics in the field of directions 0%fdt is

defined. In this way system (2.6) on S * IR* - {<°,°)J

has been replaced by (2.7) on S x ft with a circle P in.

place of the equilibrium point xi • 0, that is the set of

all directions surrounding the origin. If the dynamics in

these directions is non degenerate on S then the Hartman-
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Grobman theorem can be used and the behaviour near the circle,

i.e. near (0,0) in the original space, is known through linear-

ization, otherwise the process must be repeated. In conclusion

the idea of this method is the following: attach nondegenerate

boundaries P to physical space S in order to apply Hart-

man-Grobman theorem to equilibrium points. Also, in a neigh-

borhood of P the trajectories originally defined on S have

their behaviour determined by the dynamics on P due to the

continuity of solutions with respect to initial conditions

(the extension to P is well defined since polynomials are

analytic functions), notice that since dimP <, dim S the

system on P should be simpler.

In Bianchi IX models equilibrium points cannot belong

to the physical region (whan the cosmological constant vani-

shes the universe must expand or contract). Since the cosmo-

logical singularity is degenerate a boundary I has to be

introduced and all equilibrium points belong to it. It has

been proved (5,6) that the evolution of the gravitational

field towards the singularity is described by an attractor

A C P composed of singular points and separatrices joining

them .The existence of certain monotonic functions in this

model forces all trajectories, in the direction of contrac-

tion of space, to fall in the neighborhood of A and then

they follow some sequence of separatrices that will depend

on the initial condition (Note 1). The attractor A con-

tains two kinds of separatrices: 1) Kasner separatrices,

near which the metric has the form {1.2) and potential (1.5)

absent, 2) the action of the potential on the boundary gives

rise to another class of separatrices! they connect pairr of
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Kasner separatrices (this transition between Kasner states

is contained in (1.4)). Thus the fata of any trajectory is

detersdned and BKL construction recovered.

Not all ideas presented above can be generalized to the

systesi of partial differential equations that describe gene-

ral nonhOMogeneous universes. For example it is very difficult

even to define what one M U I by an attractor in this case

I for ordinary systems we refer to a recent study by Milnor

(17J). Since our ultimata aim is to investigate whether Bian-

chi XX behaviour can be generalised we introduce in phase

apace the same paraaetrization used to renove degenerate

points of homogeneous «odeIs [6). Whenever convenient we omit

writing explicitly the it-dependencei thus define the follow-

ing new variables

(2.8)

where *y » J- • . Notice that this parametrization

covers the region G»O of the cosmological singularity

where its homogeneous counterpart is highly degenerate (another

parametrization could be introduced to cover the region close

to the state of maximum expansion) • In terms of these varia-

bles» Einstein equations in a synchronous frame ar% (Note 3 )t
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IP* -ÍÍ

-

(2.9)

subject to the constraints (2.4), (2.5) (we are summing over
tm i Í i

repeated indices). Hare y - det y ^ and ?? * GRÍ , Rj *

9 RAj where R.^ is the Ricci tensor on ]T and

-4* h\ * *\ P . (2.10)

The dot means derivative w.r.t. parameter £ given by

át . (2.111
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Since Z - ft = *, 2 L ( 4 p « 1 , w > © , 6 > O f we
'*' ' a a * *

have attached an 18-dimenaional manifold L -S x S x R x R
at every xf ̂  .At each x we consider the lubmanifold

D C L satisfying the following natural conditions

, w > 0

where y,A mean transpose. The physical phase space S for

system (2.9) is the infinite dimensional set of all differen-

tiable functions from £ to N.

Apart from the assumption of a synchronous reference

frame» equations (2.9) describe the full dynamics of arbitrary

gravitational fields. If we attach to S a boundary I defined

by det ĝ « * 0 , i.e.

or Q «0 , (2.13)

then we see tkd* (2.9) can be naturally extended to r .Of

course the dynamics in S given by (2.9)^equivalent to Eins-

tein equations of motion. The dynamics on P determine) the

motion in its neighborhood that is the behaviour of the gra-

vitational field near the ccsmological singularity.
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3. Kaaner State» and Infinite Dimensional Separatrices

In empty space the cosmological singularity is contained

in a boundary P attached to physical space S and defined

by condition det g^j • 0 . We are mainly interested in the

study of two classes of separatrices related to equilibrium

points in i satisfying the condition w - 0 . The first

one describes how the boundary and the physical region can be

connected: the quasi-isotropic form of Lifahitz and Khalatni-

kov [18] can be obtained and interpreted as a separatrix.

The other shows the existence of infinite dimensional (i.e.

ic-dependent) separatrices in P which determine in S the

generalized Xasner solutions 11].

We will first study the following set of equilibrium

points»

where 3 , at «acH &££. * i* a 5-dimensional manifold.

Linearizing system (2.9) on & gives a set of x-dependent

eingevalues and eingenvectors. The important thing is that

one of the eigenvectors point in the direction w towards

the singularity. This suggests that we try to solve locally

the equation for w close to £ ; A j U»r)« -j= £*

H <x,r ) 3E, Yi-i <x> . with asymptotic solutions
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(3.3)

where, near the boundary, term 0<w) #r 0<w*> ar« drofftà «awmr <o»iv«Jti««i

W U - 9 ) . So, w« obtain for th« metric

In ordar to co«p«r« (3.V> with existing results in th« lita-

ratur* w* sust g«t back to th« original paranater tio» t

(not* that t (2.11) is not wall dafinad on P ). Fro»

dt - (<5%i^)y*dC (3 JO btcOMi

13.5)

Claarly whan t-* 0 ona approachas tha boundary. Thus th*

aoahoaoganaoua singularity is connactad to tha physical ragion

S by saparatricas falling «n tha critical sat fcl** accord

ing to tha saw power law as tha asymptotic» givan in (18].

Another set of equilibrium points in P is given by

conditions

(3.6b)
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whsra v^x) is an unit aigsnvactor of A and K , at

•ach x * £ ' ia * 7-di"*niion*1 manifold. If* want to show

that thars axist saparatricas in I which start and and

(t—*^CD raspactivaly) at points in K and that th«y

datarmina in tha physical ragion closa to I tha ganaralizsd

Kasnar solutions (1]. This means that Xasnar statas ara intrin

sic global objacts intimately ralatsd to cosmological

singularitiai.

Sine» tha aquations of motion (2.9) simplify at tha

boundary w-0 it is not difficult to chack that tha follow-

ing is a solutions

whara A(x) • -2Â * TxA and q (x) is a symmatric matrix

satisfying gt4
t • *g# at aach xft^ . Whan w-0 tha

condition % -0 is raminiacant from ultralocal (or valocity

dominatad) cosmologias [19,20] sinca onjly kinatic tarms will

ba prasant in (2.10). If wa assuma g# positiva dafinita

than ona can always find a matrix 1Ç such that Â • ĝ TC and

from qmA
t *Aq9 , 7C must ba symmatric. Thus a basis a^

can b« found that diagonalisas simultansously g# 11C and
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consequently also A,% (these eingenvectors of A are

called Kasner axes by BKL). In this basis (3*7 )

r
I

wh«r« C ÍÍ) *r* smooth functions and 4i(x) eingtnvalusi

of Aix). in ordsr to rscovsr Kasner solutions (s*e (1.2)) we

smst have non isotropic evolution in all directions which

Man* 44#4j . i#j • This iaplies that lim ̂

satisfies conditions (3.6) and so (3.8J defines a separatrix

between equilibrium points belonging to K. Of course the

same conclusion will hold in any basis which, in this case,

must be x-dependent.

From (3.6 )»

(3.9)

or else we could check directly that (3.3 ) gives the correct

y^j equation when Çj^/G is differentiated. It remains to

express (3.9 ) in terms of the synchronous time t by

using d£ • G/ (wg/* at. Close to the boundary we disregard

terms O(w ) and the equations of motion imply (G/fw) • 0,

so (3.3 ) gives

(3.10)
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where c(x) is some smooth function. Following BKL we

take t# - 0 and locate the singularity at t-0: imposing

[€] condition Tr4i 0 guarantees the contraction of the

space section /L *• t-*0. Substituting this into (3.9 )

the well known anisotropic components t * ' are obtained,

where the generalized Kasner exponents are defined by

i Tr A(X)

with Tr* mllA^. From condition J6 "0 one easily reproduces

(1.3) at each x f c £ • letting ej » e j , e* be the com-

ponents of the Kasner axes in an arbitrary basis we finally

obtain the generalized Kasner solution

( 3 .

where, as in [1], the constraint (2.5) must be imposed on

the spatial derivatives of these quantities. In every cos-

mo logical model one can thus assign Kasner initial conditions

near the singularity. BKL not only afirm that the subsequent

evolution will be approximated by a sequence of solutions

(3.12) but also that the transitions are given by a local

law.
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4. Discussion and Conclua ions

The only existing conatruction of a solution to Einstain

equations naar the singularity amounts to saying that in its

journay towards the singular ragion tha bahaviour of tha

gravitational field is pictorially daacribad by gluaing a

copy of Bianchi IX dynamics at aach x ç £ . This is tha

•ssanca of BKL paradigm thai dynamical avolution splits and

at aach x it i« approximated by tha typa XX avolution

oparator T (1.4) rasponsibla for transitions batwaan Xasnar

states. Many unsuccessful attempts at proving or dasproving

this baliaf have baan made. Tha study of some particular

clasaas of solutions naar tha singularity alraady indicatad

tha prasanca of asymptotic Kasnar like bahaviour 121]. In

this papar wa provad that this is trua always and tha naxt

natural stap is to measure how of tan Kasnar statas appaar in

tha avolution and what kind of transitions wa night axpact.

A major stap would ba made if ona could prova that for

a ganaral class of solutions tha avolution towards tha sin-

gularity t-* 0 can ba dascribad by a saquanca {*n\ such

that for aach n tha gravitational fiald is closa to a gs-

aaralisad Kasnar stata and tha singularity ifc approached as

n_»<o . Na baliava this statanant to ba trua and that it

constitutes a most notable contribution of BKL; it may wall

ba that its rigorous proof will find its way in tha naar

future. As regards tha transitions between these states wa

are not so optimistic since preliminary calculations have

shown th*t the spatial derivatives do not simp lily in the
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boundary i . This pointi out the possibility that by look-

ing for son» specific subsystems of (2.9) in P on* might

find som* counter-example in which spatial derivatives will

determine explicitly what the transitions should be like.

Consequently it seems that some kind of non local law must

be found in order to replace BKL original construction.
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Footnotes

Note 0 pp.3: Transition (1.4) is accompanied by a permuta-

tion and rotation of Kasner axes [3]

Note 1 pp.10: Separatrices are solution trajectories with

the proprerty that <p t( X. ) —*• >?, JC an equi-

librium, for t —#•+eo «•-e». An elementary example

is the pendulum with an infinite number of singular

points and separatrices joining then. An initial

condition sufficiently close to one separatrix

will have an evolution that can be approximated by

a sequence of separatrices.

MOte 2 pp.11: The singularity is defined by the condition

Note 3 p p . H i After reescal ing the ADM momenta K

two i n order t o conform w i t h the d e f i n i t i o n s i n ( 6 ) .

pp.16: Tkis «wumftion cdn be *eàktnt<L.
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